
CONDITIONS OF ENTRY:  

1. Participants will usually be 18 or over. Any applicant who will be under 18 at the time of the event 
will need the agreement of their parent or legal guardian and will also need to be accompanied by a 
named adult - please contact Chris FitzGerald on 07761 180369, chrisfitzgerald@affordablefd.com 
to discuss their entry further.   

2. Entry is limited to 200. Please check on the website www.farthingstone.org/fff to ensure there is still 
space before booking.   

3. The checkpoints will close through the day with latest time at 18.00. The organisers reserve the right 
to request the retirement of any participant, who, in their opinion, is unlikely to reach the next 
checkpoint by the required time. Any participant retiring at a checkpoint will be transported to the 
finish.   

4. Any participant retiring must inform a walk official at a checkpoint or call in to one of the control 
numbers listed on the instructions.   

5. The walks are entirely within Explorer OL Map 207 1:25000 or in Landranger 152 1.50000. We 
recommend all walkers should carry a copy of one of these but a full route description will be 
available plus the relevant section of the 1:50,000 map.   

6. The organisers recommend participants should also carry a compass, suitable clothing (in event of 
bad weather), food for consumption during walk, whistle, torch and basic first aid for minor injuries.   

7. Depending on Covid-type guidelines at the time, participants should bring their own face masks and 
hand sanitiser   

8. To limit plastic waste,participants should bring their own mug for use throughout the day.   

9. All must agree to abide by the Country Code.The routes are on footpaths throughout (except short 
sections of roadway). Taking shortcuts over farmland or private property is forbidden. Please take 
care at the occasional road crossings.   

10.Car Parking: Farthingstone is only a small village and street parking can cause problems as the 
Church is nearby and space near it is required for services such as weddings etc. A local farmer 
has kindly supplied car parking which is fully sign posted. We ask for your car number if being left in 
the case of problems with your vehicle.  

11.Walkers may be accompanied by a dog. Dogs MUST be kept on a non-extending lead throughout, 
be fit to compete and be taken at the participants’ sole responsibility. Please clean up after your 
dog. Please note, there are a great number of stiles on the route and there may be cattle in some of 
the fields.  

12.The organisers reserve the right to impose additional rules on the day, especially in the event of 
bad weather or changes in Covid-type regulations.  

13.The organisers can accept no responsibility for injury damage or other loss however sustained.  

 
 


